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Practical Automated Dispensing Technology 

NexsysADCTM  Main Cabinet 

patent pending

NexsysADC is the simplest, most secure system to 
fully automate the storage of controls and high-value 
medications. The NexsysADC main cabinet has an 
impressive capacity up to 400 SKUs, but at a fraction of 
the price of alternative automated dispensing cabinets. 
You will have the needed dose on hand, and have 
full visibility into the inventory inside, who is accessing 
any dose, and what procedure or patient the dose is 
intended for (100% Track & Trace). NexsysADC yields 
a fast ROI without compromising safety, security, or 
flexibility.

Intuitive pick-to-light functionality assures 
simplicity and accuracy during medication 
dispensing, especially controls.

NexsysADC meets the highest standards 
for cyber security and HIPAA compliance 
(ISO 27001:2013 Certified)

NexsysADC is where automated dispensing meets 
inventive, intuitive design to provide security and 
storage for a host of care environments.

NexsysADC is available in 4T and 
main cabinet models. Providing the 
medication security you need in a size 
to meet your inventory requirements.
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Adaptable and Scalable Configurations
NexsysADC provides a fully configurable platform 
to permit unique security and storage capacity 
for a wide array of healthcare applications and 
environments. Consult with Capsa Healthcare on your 
precise needs. We’re confident we can design the 
configuration you require.

Main Cabinet Flexibility

Additional Features Include

PulseTM  Pharmacy 
Information System 
software interface

100% Tracking & Tracing, from 
log-in to log-out, with 
advanced security and sign-in

Increase capacity by 
connecting 1 or more 
auxiliary cabinets

Shown: 4 CAMs, Medication 
Bins, Supply Drawer, 
Stationary Leg Kit

Shown: 3 CAMs, Medication 
Bins, 10” CAM Drawer, 
Printer

Several options 
for replenishing 
inventory

Main cabinet size 25”(w) 20.4”(d) 43”(h) with 22” 
touchscreen monitor. Top of monitor height 67” maximum. 
145 lbs (empty) up to 350 lbs (with 10 CAMs).

Three Secure Ways to Store & Track 
Controls and High-Value Supplies

Controlled and high-
value medications 
are safely guarded in 
CAMs (controlled access 
modules). Each 3” CAM 
holds up to 25 smaller 
SKUs, and deep 6” and 10” 
CAM Drawers hold up to 12 
large-item SKUs. 

Meds and surgery supplies 
are efficiently managed 
in dividable, locked open-
matrix bins, with pick-to-
light guidance. 

2  Routine Meds &   
 Small Supplies

1  Controlled Meds

Bulk supplies, kits, and 
larger items are stowed 
neatly in configurable, 
locked supply drawers, 
with pick-to-light guidance.

3  Bulk Supplies & Kits
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